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With the launch of ITC Royal Bengal, luxury has 
a new address in Kolkata 
Prachi Joshi

With colonial-inspired architecture and modern design, 
ITC Hotels’ 14th Luxury Collection hotel, ITC Royal 
Bengal has come up right next to ITC Sonar and 

Science City. What impressed me were the little touches that 
paid homage to Kolkata’s rich history and culture—traditional 
kantha craftworks on the walls, murals depicting local block 
printing, vintage artefacts and paintings of stunning Bengali 
ladies from Satyajit Ray’s movies. A massive painting of the 
iconic Victoria Memorial by eminent Bengali artist Sanjay 
Bhattacharya adorns a lobby wall. 

My suite was elegantly appointed with a king-size bed, a 
work desk, two TVs (with Netflix), and a massive bathroom 
with twin basins and a luxurious deep bathtub. I loved that 
I could see the verdant East Kolkata wetlands from my full-
length windows. The in-room iPad helped control everything 
from the lights to the TV, as well as to order room service, 
call butler assistance, etc. The valet cupboard, with external 
access, is a clever touch. The staff could pick up and drop my 
laundry without having to ring the bell. 

Lunch was at the bustling Grand Market Pavilion inspired 
by Kolkata’s New Market, an all-day buffet restaurant with 
an extensive spread. I tried the North-Eastern spread with 
specialities from Assam, Nagaland and Sikkim. Dinner was 
a vegetarian affair at Royal Vega, where I tasted the nearly 
forgotten Sheherwali cuisine of the Murshidabad Jains. 
Humble vegetables like bottle gourd, pointed gourd and long 
beans were elevated into an art form on the plate. But it’s Sky 
Point, a rooftop bar with sweeping city views, scheduled to 
open soon, which will give you a glimpse into Kolkata as it is 
today–the old juxtaposed with the new. 

Fact File
ITC Royal Bengal is located 16 kilometres from Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose International Airport. The hotel has 374 rooms and 
suites and 82 serviced apartments. Its 15 venues offer 38,000+ 
square feet of banquet and meeting space, the largest in the city. 
Doubles from `10,250+

Port Muziris Kochi, taking its name from the 
old port town of Muziris, is a design centric 
property, the first Tribute Portfolio Hotel in  
South Asia
Nivedita Jayaram Pawar

It’s a little past 3pm in the afternoon and the Kerala sun 
is beating down mercilessly. But thankfully, Port Muziris 
Kochi—a Tribute Portfolio Hotel, is just a short drive away 

from the Cochin International Airport. Marriott International’s 
first Tribute Portfolio flag in South Asia, Port Muziris is an 
intriguing boutique hotel with an indie spirit and heart. It is 
steeped in a strong sense of place, taking inspiration from the 
grand old Dutch colonial villas of the past. 

Featuring 54 artistically designed rooms, including three 
executive suites, my room had hand-painted walls, teakwood 
furniture, colourful upholstery and hand-loomed textiles, 
which created an environment as tactile as it is photogenic, 
with fabulous views to boot. The eccentric art installations 
scattered around the public spaces celebrated beautiful 
niches. Artists with roots in the Malabar Coast, living across 
the world in the present day, were handpicked to create the art 
at Port Muziris. 

There are three F&B options to indulge in. Lila’s Kitchen is 
the all-day dining outlet, which serves local delicacies cooked 
the traditional way. I highly recommend the kozhi muringakka 
charu, chuttulli meen, amarakka parippu, nadan njandu curry 
and attirachi biryani. The Kettle serves a delectable high tea. 
Local snacks unnakaya and meen samosa served as bar 
nibbles are highly addictive. The Verandah is designed like a 
patio in a traditional Kerala house for you to enjoy a leisurely 
meal. There is also a gym and an outdoor swimming pool 
looking on to the coconut trees, a reminder that we indeed are 
in Kerala. 

Fact File
Located less than a mile from Cochin International Airport, the 
hotel is located near the CIAL Golf Course. It features a 1,700 
square feet event space that has a maximum capacity of 150. 
Tariff: `8,000+ for the rooms; Suites at `11,000+

EASTERN STAR A TRIBUTE TO DESIGN
Luxe wellness Prakriti Shakti Clinic run by the 
CGH Earth Group is a haven of holistic healing
Geeta Rao

I am in the Panchalimedu hills in Kerala above rubber 
plantations and cardamom estates, lying on a sun bed, a 
cold compress on my eyes, letting the warm rays seep into 

my body. 
Prakriti Shakti Clinic of Natural Medicine by CGH Earth 

takes its commitment to naturopathy seriously. Unlike 
Ayurveda, there are no medicated oils or ghee, no herbal 
powders or tonics to ingest. Just mudpacks, sunbathing, 
steam boxes and water therapies harnessing the five natural 
elements. Fasting helps cells rejuvenate. Raw food is an 
important part of the healing and the kitchen runs with no 
heat, no gas and no processed foods. 

Nature and naturopathy work in tandem and in my seven 
days I experience torrential rain, walls of mist, bright sunshine 
and blue skies in quick succession. Soaking wet in rain on a 
nature walk, the doctor says it’s all a part of nature’s healing. 
He is right. I feel energised. 

The centre nests on a ridge in a secluded part of the 
Western Ghats eco-sphere. There are limited rooms, some 
are chalet-style rooms, and some are private cottages. My 
beautifully appointed cottage comes with a sun bed and a 
private lawn facing the hills, my haven between treatments at 
the healing centre. 

What’s important to know is that this is not a spa resort 
and there is no room service menu. It is meant for people 
looking to take charge of their health, encouraging long-stay 
guests trying to tackle chronic diseases. The doctors use the 
DREMMER approach–focussing on diet, rest, exercise, the 
microbiome, the mind, environment and natural rhythms to 
bring you back to a state of optimal wellness or at least, let you 
start the journey. With a little help from Mother Nature.

Fact File 
Prakriti Shakti Clinic of Natural Medicine by CGH Earth is a 
three-hour drive from Kochi Airport. Programmes start from 
7 days, 10 days, 21 days or longer. From `1,53,000 for a seven 
days detox programme in a cottage with a private balcony. 

The Conrad Bengaluru overlooking the Ulsoor 
Lake is the chain’s second property in India
Charukesi Ramadurai

Even before I entered the gates of the Conrad  
Bengaluru, I knew that its location made it a winner.  
It looms 24 storeys over the Ulsoor Lake, with every  

one of its 285 rooms and suites offering a calming view  
amidst Bengaluru’s bustle. From my spacious executive  
suite on the top floor, all I could see was water. Not just  
the green and blue sprawl of the lake, but also the  
infinity swimming pool on the third floor.

This level became my preferred haunt, given that  
Tiamo, the al fresco poolside Mediterranean Bistro turned  
out to be a firm favourite from the hotel’s dining options,  
and that the spa was also located there. I even ended  
up joining in an early morning aqua aerobics fitness  
class in the pool, after which I wolfed down a scrumptious  
south Indian breakfast at the all-day diner, Caraway  
Kitchen (thus undoing any benefit from the exercise).  
I followed this up with another stab at wellness, with  
a long potli massage at the spa, where I almost fell  
asleep under the careful ministrations of my therapist.

This is the second India property from Conrad Hotels  
and Resorts, the luxury hotel chain owned and operated  
by Hilton Worldwide. The focus here is on international 
standards of service, with an Indian touch. And that bit is 
served up most efficiently through its other restaurants: 
Mikusu with pan-Asian cuisine and Indian Durbar, with  
recipes from the royal kitchens across the country. 

Ulsoor Lake may well be one of Bengaluru’s oldest  
urban oases, but the Conrad is definitely one of  
its newest.

Fact File
Conrad Bengaluru, just off MG Road is roughly 38 km  
from Kempe Gowda International Airport. The Grand  
Ballroom (7,555 square feet) is one of the largest meeting  
and event spaces in the city. Doubles from `11,680+
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